DARTMOUTH STUDENTS FAVOR COOLIDGE IN STRAW BALLOT

For nearly month, Coe is Carl Coolidge's rub to capture a major share of the national presidential campaign. Coe's campaign held 110 votes, Davis 109, and Bart 107. Speeches in favor of each candidate were given by students before a vote was taken.

The first ten minutes of the ballot was a number of strange votes which are likely to be valid in various universities throughout the country for the purpose of deciding the political affiliations of college students. Such a vote will be taken at Pennsylvania University.

SOPHOMORES TO BALLOT FOR CLASS OFFICERS TOMORROW

Election of officers of the sophomores class will be held tomorrow at 7:30, in the Classroom, under the direction of the Class President. Officers will be elected for the year 1924-1925.

GLENN SCORES BEST FORM IN CROSS-COUNTRY RUN

Bill Glenn, former Garnet tall, won the time prize in the annual fall handball cross-country run held yesterday morning near the one and one-half mile course at College Hall. Glenn, who started at the 2:30 mark, won the race against all comers, including Ed, who started with a handicap. Glenn scored a victory in the race against all comers, including Ed, who started with a handicap.

CONDUCT STRAW VOTE TOMORROW

Both Republic and Progressive Party Platforms to be Aided Handled by Dr. Karl Schulz

The Hon. Roland S. Morris, former Ambassador to Japan, and at present President of Associated Students of Pennsylvania, will address the University Forum in Kountz Hall at 10 a.m. tomorrow. Mr. Zamsky, the official

YOUNG WARRIORS DOWN COLUMBIA AGGRESSION IN THRILLING CONTEST

Placement Kick By Kruse Gives Red 26-20 Win over Haughton's Eleven

McGraw's Injury Not Serious

Visitors' Goal Threshold Several Times But Strong Columbia Defense

Mugford, Franco, Scullion back to the Columbia warriors, determined to roll back the Red tide and prevent the Red to come forth with a brilliant team to represent the Blue and White. The Red 3 and White 3 and finished with their brilliant leader. Water equal force from the start and the Red and Blue didn't meet with the expected disaster.

SUGGESTS TURF DEALING WITH CHINA AND INDIA TO UNDERGRADUATES

Under the auspices and organization of the Christian Association, there will be held tomorrow afternoon in the Harris Theatre, a series of lectures on China and India. These lectures are to be given by men who can give to the students a penetration of the world outside. Professor Frederick C. Speck, of the Anthropology Department, will make the opening address, which will be "China as Unique in the World?" In view of the Cyr, Professor McGinley was asked whether we did not have a unique country in the world.

First Game of Intercollegiate Football

Columbia Contest

The second half of the series will be delivered by George B. Balmpton, M. degree candidate, who has been a correspondent for the "China's Unique Life," a theme that will be fostered by a series of movement of China and India and this accounts for the permanence of the present lecture. The lectures are fitted by a series of movement of China and India and this accounts for the permanence of the present lecture. The lectures are fitted by a series of movement of China and India and this accounts for the permanence of the present lecture.

Hinchman's Syncopa- tion

Continued on Page Six
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Le Cercle Francois Holds First Meeting

Dr. Bev. To Address Members At 25th Annual Banquet

With the first meeting on Wednesday, October 25, in Annand Hall, 10:30 p.m., the second of which will be held on Thursday, October 26, in the Red Hill, 8:30 p.m.

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

The first meeting of the week will be held at 8:30 p.m. in Annand Hall, 10:30 p.m., the second of which will be held on Thursday, October 26, in the Red Hill, 8:30 p.m.

ARTS ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES SMOKER

Following the opening of the meeting each Tuesday, the Arts Association announces its annual meeting at 8:30 p.m., the second of which will be held on Thursday, October 26, in the Red Hill, 8:30 p.m.

ALSO ANNOUNCED

The Arts Association men are thoroughly occupied with the approaching Columbia Contest, and will plan to have a grand football and play the Brooklyn Citroen, and will plan to have a grand football and play the Brooklyn Citroen, and will plan to have a grand football and play the Brooklyn Citroen, and will plan to have a grand football and play the Brooklyn Citroen, and will plan to have a grand football and play the Brooklyn Citroen.
We have vacancies for a few more agents both full time and part time. Pennsylvania men desired, both Graduates and Under- 

Graduates, call at this office and learn details. 

Berkshire Life Insurance Co. 

Of Pittsfield, Mass. 

Execllent H. Plummer, General Agent 

421 Chestnut Street 

Philadelphia 

THE WHITE HOUSE CAFE 

EATING HEADQUARTERS FOR U.O.P. STUDENTS 

3657 WOODLAND AVE.
The Fraternity houses connected with the University of Pennsylvania can get one hundred percent comfort if they will remember...

At the开始 of all 1926, and all's well

Our dinner

Pennsylvania can get one hundred percent comfort if they will remember...

ININAUGURATE NEW LOST AND FOUND DEPARTMENT

All Unclaimed Articles are now Turned Over to Houston Club Officials To Locate Owner

AUCTION ANNOUNCED FOR ARTICLES

Thomas Hart, Director of the Houston Club, has inaugurated a New Lost and Found Department, which will be opened over to the Houston Club Officials for distribution to owners. Each Found Department building has its own Lost and Found Bureau. Under the old system many valuable articles remained unidentified for long periods of time. A certain percentage of these goods are not claimed in the near future, an other committee will be required to hold the many unused articles.

COATS, books, evening pants, mountain peak shoes, knives, rubber shoes, fragments, umbrellas, and pocket books comprise a list of the more numerous found. After a certain period of time has elapsed and the owners have not come forward to claim these articles, Houston Club will hold an auction sale of the contents of the Department.

The following men are requested to call at the UNION FOUND BUREAU of the University of Pennsylvania in the office of the Director of HOUSTON CLUB:

Akin, Richard P.
Ahnke, Y.
Allen, T. L.
Barth, W.
Block, 1907 Chestnut St.
Bolton, James C.
Berko, Samuel
Benton, Bubba
Carey, William E.
Church, Lyn
Clary, R. V.
Clarke, Paul
Coble, E. R.
David, Lewis K., Jr.
DeCecio, Irving L.
Downs, D. W., Esq.
Ehrlich, King
Epstein, Jacob
Fisher, W.
Friedman, Isreal
Fry, Paul
Funk, Philip
Gless, Louis
Goldstein, Joseph
Goldstein, Samuel K.
Goldstein, Frederick C. Jr.
Grady, Harry
Hall, Oliver W.
Haller, John
Hansen, George
Henderson, P. L.
Henderson, L. M.
Holz, Albert
Hoppman, Charles
Hutchings, Robert
Jenkins, M.
Kantor, Julius L.
Kaufmann, H.
Knight, John S.
Kuhn, Elton
LaBar, R. H.
Levin, Victor M.
Leveraux, L. M.
Levy, Sam
Livingston, Donald C.
Lowell, E. C.
McCullough, McLeod
McDowell, William F.
McLear, William, Jr.
Markoff, William A.
Marko, Joseph A.
Mass, Joseph H.
McDonald, Charles H.
Miller, Forrest
Miller, Allen B., Jr.
Mitsch, Matthew
Morrison, Hurst
Morrow, George Y.
Myers, David
Neuman, David G.
Nico, Franklin
Nunez, Alfred C.
Palouzouc, Emile
Plains, J. D.
Poole, Richard C.
Porter, C. T.
Rosenbush, Richard
Shipman, Theodore
Shea, Brandon B.
Starrett, E. P.
Sobol, Charles J.
Steichen, Henry
Steiner, Leo R.
Swift, A. W.
Thompson, Walter J.
Tulloch, George
Tinkham, Franklin
Unger, G. H.
Rigdon, Paul A.

Vander, P. H.
Waller, L. D.
Walker, Lee Roy Robert
Weiner, William
West, Charles A.
Willer, Harry P., Jr.
Winkle, Henry R.
Wise, Arthur J.
Wright, H. D.
Yates, Harold F.
Yam, Richard L.
Walker, R.
Finn, W. J.

PRITCHETT & DELISLE
SPEAK AT GYM RALLY

Candidates For Pennsylvania Gym Team To Hold Initial Practice Today At Weightman Hall

MANAGERIAL CANDIDATES NEEDED

At the opening rally of the Gym Team, Mr. Thomas Pritchett, chairman of the Minor Sports Committee, held a meeting of the Committee last spring, at which it was decided in discussions concerning the minor sports, and to give inc
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The football expert had one impression that he seemed quite pleased with, judging by the manner of his usual parade and the way he pointed to his dapper, yet rather out-of-date, red trousers. He constantly has championship teams in every class, and the promise of a closely contested struggle, has a widened the competitive spirit of students throughout the country. Reporters of the various papers have been expanding their columns and columns are interested in attending graduations and championships of local and national importance.

Those in charge of tonight's meeting are anticipating a lively discussion on the political situation with address a foreign language issue. The point we have reference to is the importance of our way back staff. Columbia's way back, as usual, was able to attract a large audience and to make a final presentation of the promises of the future. The point is not new, but the method, as usual, is new.

Just think that our great-grandchildren might be speaking an international language that got start from a football game between Pittsburgh and the City College of New York.

In sport the statistics of the game—number of yards gained down the field, yards gained, etc., show that the team put up more yards overall than the team did. The point we have reference to is the interest of our way back staff. Columbia's way back, as usual, was able to attract a large audience and to make a final presentation of the promises of the future. The point is not new, but the method, as usual, is new.
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The Advertiser

ACTION

There's plenty of action in the pictorial every week. Maybe it's McGraw plunging through for a ten yard gain, or Kruez making a brilliant placement kick. The pictures have caught the plays and men when they were moving, doing things, showing action.

Getting the customer to act is what every advertiser is striving for. The finest and most valuable advertising is advertising which brings the greatest response in action from its readers. An advertiser should study carefully the mediums which will best produce active results.

The Pictorial breathes an atmosphere of action which the reader carries from the picture to the advertising. As he visualizes the thrilling play, so he visualizes his clothing or his food. His conduct follows his thoughts and the advertisers story, visualized in his mind, becomes his guide.
Music Important In Undergraduate Life

How important a part music plays in the undergraduate life of the University of Pennsylvania is shown by the fact that approximately 600 students are actively engaged in representing the University in its extra-curricular organizations. The largest group is in training for the Glee Club. Here Dr. H. Alexander Matthews, the director, has a musical equal of 264 men. Of this number, 150 are now rehearsing regularly for the coming concert season, 100 Matthews intends to gradually increase this number to 150. This leaves a waiting list of 100. From this group new men are being tried out and added to the regular Glee Club as they show ability. Dr. Matthews intends to hold the Glee Club to 150.

The University band is the largest collegiate band in the country. When it marched on Franklin Field for the Columbia game there were 30 men in uniform. Holden Van Don, Bass, the director, had 100 candidates from which to pick his band. Plans are now being made to organize a Life and Drum Corp as an additional unit. Robert N. Henry is the student leader of the band. The symphony orchestra now numbers 75 men and is under the direction of Mr. Van Don, Bass. Approximately 100 read out for the orchestra. The first appearance of the Glee Club and orchestra will be their joint con-

FRATERNITY HOUSE
Available
202 S. 39th St. - N.W. Cor. Chancellor St.
A three-story granite dwelling, ideally located, for fraternity quarters. 11 rooms, 3 baths. Lot 27 x 100 feet. Possession at once. Owner will furnish satisfaction. Write or phone.

ALBERT M. GREENFIELD & CO.
A COMPLETE REAL ESTATE INSTITUTION
BANKERS TRUST BUILDING
WALNUT - JUNIPER - SANSOM STREETS

GREAT VALUE
A Society Brand suit for forty dollars! A Society Brand suit, with the same excellence of cut that has made the reputation of these clothes, the same choice of splendid fabrics. It's a startling value. It is, we believe, the greatest clothing value ever offered.

Other Society Brand Suits up to $75

EIGHTY-TWO YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE
GIMBEL BROTHERS
MARKET - CHESTNUT - EIGHTH - NINTH
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